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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 2018
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5ES
1500 MARILLA STREET
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UNCONTESTED CASES

BDA178-019(SL) 5539 Falls Road
REQUEST: Application of Robert Baldwin of
Baldwin and Associates for a special exception
to the fence standards regulations

1

BDA178-021(SL)

2

9823 Preston Road
REQUEST: Application of Karl A. Crawley of
Masterplan for special exceptions to the fence
standards regulations
REGULAR CASE

BDA178-024(SL)

1801 Lone Star Drive
REQUEST: Application of Jackson Walker L.L.P
Jonathan G. Vinson for a variance to the height
regulations

3

EXECUTIVE SESSION NOTICE
A closed executive session may be held if the discussion of any of the above
agenda items concerns one of the following:
1.

seeking the advice of its attorney about pending or contemplated litigation,
settlement offers, or any matter in which the duty of the attorney to the City
Council under the Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct of the
State Bar of Texas clearly conflicts with the Texas Open Meetings Act.
[Tex. Govt. Code §551.071]

2.

deliberating the purchase, exchange, lease, or value of real property if
deliberation in an open meeting would have a detrimental effect on the position
of the city in negotiations with a third person. [Tex. Govt. Code §551.072]

3.

deliberating a negotiated contract for a prospective gift or donation to the city
if deliberation in an open meeting would have a detrimental effect on the
position of the city in negotiations with a third person. [Tex. Govt. Code
§551.073]

4.

deliberating the appointment, employment, evaluation, reassignment, duties,
discipline, or dismissal of a public officer or employee; or to hear a complaint
or charge against an officer or employee unless the officer or employee who is
the subject of the deliberation or hearing requests a public hearing. [Tex.
Govt. Code§551.074]

5.

deliberating the deployment, or specific occasions for implementation, of
security personnel or devices. [Tex. Govt. Code §551.076]

6.

discussing or deliberating commercial or financial information that the city
has received from a business prospect that the city seeks to have locate,
stay or expand in or near the city and with which the city is conducting
economic development negotiations; or deliberating the offer of a financial or
other incentive to a business prospect. [Tex Govt. Code §551.087]

7.

deliberating security assessments or deployments relating to information
resources technology, network security information, or the deployment or
specific occasions for implementations of security personnel, critical
infrastructure, or security devices. [Tex. Govt. Code §551.089]

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
CITY OF DALLAS, TEXAS
FILE NUMBER:

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 2018

BDA178-019(SL)

BUILDING OFFICIAL’S REPORT: Application of Robert Baldwin of Baldwin and
Associates for a special exception to the fence standards at 5539 Falls Road. This
property is more fully described as Lot 12, Block 5/5606, and is zoned R-1ac(A), which
limits the height of a fence in the front yard to 4 feet. The applicant proposes to
construct and maintain a 10 foot high fence in a required front yard, which will require a
6 foot special exception to the fence standards.
LOCATION:

5539 Falls Road

APPLICANT:

Robert Baldwin of Baldwin and Associates

REQUEST:
A request for a special exception to the fence standards related to height regulations of
6’ is made on a site being developed with a single family home to construct and
maintain the following:
• a 7’ 3” high open wrought iron fence with 8’ stone columns and a 10’ high open
wrought iron entry gate flanked by 9’ high stone columns parallel to the street;
• a 7’ 3” high open wrought iron fence perpendicular to the street on the west side of
the site in the front yard setback; and
• a 5’ 9” high open wrought iron fence perpendicular to the street on the east side of
the site in the front yard setback.
STANDARD FOR A SPECIAL EXCEPTION TO FENCE STANDARDS:
Section 51A-4.602(a)(11) of the Dallas Development Code states that the board may
grant a special exception to the fence standards when, in the opinion of the board, the
special exception will not adversely affect neighboring property.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
No staff recommendation is made on this or any request for a special exception to the
fence standards since the basis for this type of appeal is when in the opinion of the
board, the special exception will not adversely affect neighboring property.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Zoning:
Site:
North:
South:
East:
West:

R-1ac(A) (Single family residential 1 acre)
R-1ac(A) (Single family residential 1 acre)
R-1ac(A) (Single family residential 1 acre)
R-1ac(A) (Single family residential 1 acre)
R-1ac(A) (Single family residential 1 acre)

Land Use:
The subject site is being developed with a single family use. The areas to the north,
east, south, and west are developed with single family uses.
Zoning/BDA History:
1. BDA145-029, Property at 5522
Falls Road (two lots southwest of
the subject site)

BDA 178-019

On March 17, 2015, the Board of Adjustment
Panel A granted requests for a special
exception to the fence standards regulations
of 7’ 1” for a fence in the front yard setback
and 3’ 6” for a fence in the side yard setback,
and imposed the following condition:
Compliance with submitted revised site
plan/elevation is required.
The case report stated the requests were
made to construct and maintain in the front
yard setback parallel to the street an
approximately 90’ long, 5’ high open wrought
iron fence with two entry features that include
8’ high open wrought iron gates flanked by 6’
– 7’ high masonry walls and caps;
perpendicular to the street on the east side:
an approximately 38’ long, 5’ high open
wrought iron fence, with 6’- 7’ high masonry
columns, and perpendicular to the street on
the west side: an approximately 23’ long, 5’
high open wrought iron fence, and an
approximately 15’ long, 10’ 7” high fence (8’
wood fence atop a 2’ 7” high retaining wall)
with 11’ 1” high masonry columns; and in the
side yard setback on the east side of the site
an approximately 70’ long, 12’ 6” high
masonry fence with 12’ 6’ high columns on a
site being developed that was being with a
single family home.
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2. BDA178-017, Property at 5530
Falls Road (the lot southwest of the
subject site)

On February 20, 2018, the Board of
Adjustment Panel A will consider a
request for a special exception to the
fence standards regulations related to
fence height of 2’ 6” made to construct
and maintain a 6’ high open wrought iron
fence and gate with 6’ 6” high brick
columns in the front yard setback; and
special exceptions to the visual
obstruction regulations made to locate
and
maintain
portions
of
the
aforementioned 6’ high open wrought iron
fence/gate and 6’ 6” high brick columns
located in one of two or both, 20’ visibility
triangles on both sides of the driveway
into the site from this street.

GENERAL FACTS/STAFF ANALYSIS:
•

•
•
•
•

The request for a special exception to the fence standards related to height focuses
on constructing and maintaining a 7’ 3” high open wrought iron fence with 8’ stone
columns and a 10’ high open wrought iron entry gate flanked by 9’ high stone
columns parallel to the street; a 7’ 3” high open wrought iron fence perpendicular to
the street on the west side of the site in the front yard setback; and a 5’ 9” high open
wrought iron fence perpendicular to the street on the east side of the site in the front
yard setback on a site being developed with a single family home.
Section 51A-4.602(a)(2) of the Dallas Development Code states that in all residential
districts except multifamily districts, a fence may not exceed 4’ above grade when
located in the required front yard.
The property is located in an R-1ac(A) zoning district which requires a minimum front
yard setback of 40 feet.
The submitted site plan/elevation indicates that the proposal would reach a
maximum height of 10’ to account for height of the entry gate.
The submitted site plan denotes the following:
− The proposal in the front yard setback is represented as being approximately
100’ in length parallel to this street and approximately 37’ in length perpendicular
to the street on the east and west sides of the site in the front yard setback.
– The proposal is represented as being located approximately 3’ from the front
property line, and approximately 20’ from the pavement line.
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•
•

•
•
•

A single family lot fronts the proposal on the subject site. While this lot has a fence in
its front yard setback, it appears to be 4’ or less in height.
The Board Administrator conducted a field visit of the site and surrounding area on
the street from Hollow Way Drive to Hathaway Street and noted one other fence that
appeared to be over 4’ in height and in a front yard setback. This fence (a 5’ high
open wrought iron fence with two entry features that include 8’ high open wrought
iron gates flanked by 6’ – 7’ high masonry walls and caps) is located two lots
southwest of the subject site and appears to be a result of special exceptions to the
fence standards granted by the Board in 2015 (see the “Zoning/BDA History” section
of this case report for additional details).
As of February 9, 2018, no letters had been submitted in support of the request, and
no letters had been submitted in opposition.
The applicant has the burden of proof in establishing that the special exception to
the fence standards related to fence height of 6’ will not adversely affect neighboring
property.
Granting this special exception with a condition imposed that the applicant complies
with the submitted site plan/elevation would require the proposal exceeding 4’ in
height to be located in the front yard setback to be constructed and maintained in the
location and of the heights and materials as shown on these documents.

Timeline:
December 7, 2017:

The applicant submitted an “Application/Appeal to the Board of
Adjustment” and related documents which have been included as
part of this case report.

January 5, 2018:

The Board of Adjustment Secretary randomly assigned this case to
Board of Adjustment Panel C.

January 5, 2018:

The Board Administrator emailed the applicant the following
information:
• an attachment that provided the public hearing date and panel
that will consider the application; the January 31st deadline to
submit additional evidence for staff to factor into their analysis;
and the February 9th deadline to submit additional evidence to
be incorporated into the Board’s docket materials;
• the criteria/standard that the board will use in their decision to
approve or deny the request; and
• the Board of Adjustment Working Rules of Procedure pertaining
to documentary evidence.
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February 6, 2018:

The Board of Adjustment staff review team meeting was held
regarding this request and the others scheduled for the February
hearings. Review team members in attendance included: the
Assistant Director of Sustainable Development and Construction,
the Assistant Building Official, the Board of Adjustment Chief
Planner/Board Administrator, the Sustainable Development and
Construction Development Code Amendment Chief Planner, the
Sustainable Development and Construction Department Senior
Planners,
the
Building
Inspection
Senior
Plans
Examiner/Development
Code
Specialist,
the
Sustainable
Development and Construction Project Engineer, the City of Dallas
Chief Arborist, and the Assistant City Attorney to the Board.
No review comment sheets were submitted in conjunction with this
application.
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01/10/2018

Notification List of Property Owners
BDA178-019
15 Property Owners Notified

Label # Address

Owner

1

5539

FALLS RD

JOHNSEY RONALD &

2

5524

EDLEN DR

THORNTON W KEITH

3

5534

EDLEN DR

HERNDON MADELYN H

4

5542

EDLEN DR

ARMES JOSEPH B & KELLY E

5

5550

EDLEN DR

EDLEN PROPERTY TRUST

6

5558

EDLEN DR

KERRIGAN KIRSTEN J &

7

5525

FALLS RD

ZALE MARK S & LISA G

8

5531

FALLS RD

CLARK HARRIS &

9

5549

FALLS RD

GOH KIAT TZE & JANET HO

10

5557

FALLS RD

SQUIBB SAMUEL E

11

5522

FALLS RD

SHORES MARK M & MARY M

12

5530

FALLS RD

WHITLEY FAMILY PROPERTIES LLC

13

5548

FALLS RD

MCDEARMAN JOHN R

14

5556

FALLS RD

BHATIA ANITA

15

5538

FALLS RD

WYATT MICHAEL S &
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BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
CITY OF DALLAS, TEXAS
FILE NUMBER:

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 2018

BDA178-021(SL)

BUILDING OFFICIAL’S REPORT: Application of Karl A. Crawley of Masterplan for
special exceptions to the fence standards at 9823 Preston Road. This property is more
fully described as Lot 4, Block 2/5515, and is zoned R-10(A), which limits the height of a
fence in the front yard to 4 feet, and requires a fence panel with a surface area that is
less than 50 percent open may not be located less than 5 feet from the front lot line. The
applicant proposes to construct and maintain a 10 foot high fence in a required front
yard, which will require a 6 foot special exception to the fence standards, and to
construct and maintain a fence in a required front yard with a fence panel having less
than 50 percent open surface area located less than 5 feet from the front lot line, which
will require a special exception to the fence standards.
LOCATION:

9823 Preston Road

APPLICANT:

Karl A. Crawley of Masterplan

REQUESTS:
The following requests have been made on a site that is currently developed with a
single family home structure:
1. A special exception to the fence standards related to fence height of 4’ is made to:
• In part, maintain an existing, approximately 250’ long, 6.5’ high stone fence with
7’ high columns that, according to the applicant, has been on the property since
the 1940’s, and adding to this existing fence and columns approximately 1.5’ high
wall/column caps in the front yard setback;
• In part, extend the existing, approximately 220’ long stone fence that is proposed
to be raised in height to 7’ 6” with 8’ high columns approximately 30’ northward in
the front yard setback;
• In part, construct and maintain new 6’ and 7’ 6” high iron fences to be located
perpendicular to the street in the front yard setback behind the existing fence that
runs parallel to the street in the front yard setback.
2. A special exception to the fence standards related to fence panel materials/location
from the front lot line is made to:
• In part, maintain and construct/maintain a fence with panels with surface areas
that are less than 50 percent open (the aforementioned fences) located in the
site’s front yard setback and as close as on the front lot line (or less than 5’ from
the front lot line).

BDA 178-021
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Note that the applicant’s submitted of a revised site plan/elevation eliminated the part of
the original proposal made to replace an existing entry gate and entry fence walls with a
7’ 6” high iron entry gates flanked by 10’ high entry gate columns and a 7’ 6” high entry
walls with 8’ high columns. While this application was advertised and noticed for a
special exception to the fence standards regulations of 6’, the applicant is now seeking
a special exception to the fence standards regulations of 4’ to account for a proposal
with a maximum height of 8’ with the submittal of a revised site plan/elevation.
STANDARD FOR A SPECIAL EXCEPTION TO FENCE STANDARDS:
Section 51A-4.602 of the Dallas Development Code states that the board may grant a
special exception to the fence standards when, in the opinion of the board, the special
exception will not adversely affect neighboring property.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
No staff recommendation is made on this or any request for a special exception to the
fence standards since the basis for this type of appeal is when in the opinion of the
board, the special exception will not adversely affect neighboring property.
Zoning:
Site:
North:
South:
East:
West:

R-10(A) (Single family district 10,000 square feet)
R-10(A) (Single family district 10,000 square feet)
R-10(A) (Single family district 10,000 square feet)
R-10(A) (Single family district 10,000 square feet)
R-10(A) (Single family district 10,000 square feet)

Land Use:
The subject site is developed with a single family home. The areas to the north, south,
east, and west are developed with single family uses.
Zoning/BDA History:

1. BDA167-062, Property located at
9823 Preston Road (the subject
site)

BDA 178-021

On May 15, 2017, the Board of Adjustment
Panel C granted a request for a special
exception to the single family use
development standard regulations made to
construct and maintain a 2-story recreation
addition structure /additional “dwelling unit”
structure on a site developed with a 2-story
main single family home/dwelling unit
structure.
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GENERAL FACTS/STAFF ANALYSIS:
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

The requests for special exceptions to the fence standards related to height and
fence panel materials/location from a front lot line focus on:
1) maintaining an existing, approximately 250’ long, 6.5’ high stone fence with 7’
high columns that, according to the applicant, has been on the property since the
1940’s, and adding to this existing fence and columns approximately 1.5’ high
wall/column caps in the front yard setback on columns that, according to the
applicant, has been on the property since the 1940’s,
2) extending the existing, approximately 250’ long stone fence that is proposed to
be raised in height to 7’ 6” with 8’ high columns approximately 30’ northward in
the front yard setback;
3) constructing and maintaining new 6’ and 7’ 6” high iron fences to be located
perpendicular to the street in the front yard setback behind the existing fence that
runs parallel to the street in the front yard setback; and
4) maintaining and constructing/maintaining a fence with panels with surface areas
that are less than 50 percent open (the aforementioned fences described earlier)
located in the site’s front yard setback and as close as on the front lot line (or
less than 5’ from the front lot line).
The property is located in an R-10(A) zoning district which requires a minimum front
yard setback of 30 feet.
Section 51A-4.602(a)(2) of the Dallas Development Code states that in all residential
districts except multifamily districts, a fence may not exceed 4’ above grade when
located in the required front yard.
The Dallas Development Code states that in single family districts, a fence panel
with a surface area that is less than 50 percent open may not be located less than 5’
from the front lot line.
The originally submitted site plan/elevation that had denoted a portion of the
proposal that reached 10’ in height for two stone entry gate columns was replaced
by a revised site plan/elevation that represents the highest component of the
proposal to be 8’ in height for columns (see Attachment A).
The submitted revised site plan/elevation eliminates part of the original proposal that
involved replacing the existing entry gate and entry fence walls with a 7’ 6” high iron
entry gates flanked by 10’ high entry gate columns and a 7’ 6” high entry walls with
8’ high columns.
The revised site plan/elevation denotes that the existing fence and the proposed
extension located on the front lot line and approximately 11’ from the pavement line.
The proposal is located across from single family lots neither with fences in a front
yard setback.
The Board Administrator conducted a field visit of the site and surrounding area
along Preston Road approximately 500’ north and south of the subject site and
noted one other fence that appeared to be above 4’ in height and in a front yard
setback: an approximately 5’ – 7’ high stucco fence immediately north of the subject
site with no recorded BDA history.
As of February 9, 2018, no letters have been submitted in support of or in opposition
to these requests.
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•

•

The applicant has the burden of proof in establishing that the special exceptions to
the fence standards related to height over 4’ in the front yard setback and
materials/height of the proposed fence from the front lot line will not adversely affect
neighboring property.
Granting one and/or both of these special exceptions with a condition imposed that
the applicant complies with the submitted revised site plan/elevation would require
the proposal exceeding 4’ in height in the front yard setback and with fence panels
with surface areas less than 50 percent open located less than 5’ from the front lot
line to be constructed and maintained in the location and of the heights and
materials as shown on this document – fence/gate/columns in the site’s front yard
setback over 4’ in height and with fence panels less than 50 percent open located on
the front lot line.

Timeline:
December 13, 2017: The applicant submitted an “Application/Appeal to the Board of

Adjustment” and related documents which have been included as
part of this case report.
January 5, 2018:

The Board of Adjustment Secretary randomly assigned this case to
Board of Adjustment Panel C. Even though Board of Adjustment
Panel C granted a special exception to the single family use
regulations on this property in May of 2017, the assignment of this
application for fence standard special exceptions did not conflict
with Section 9 (k) of the Board of Adjustment Working Rule of
Procedure that states, “If a subsequent case is filed concerning the
same request, that case must be returned to the panel hearing the
previously filed case” – a fence standard special exception request
is not the same request as a single family use regulations special
exception request.

January 5, 2018:

The Board Administrator emailed the applicant the following
information:
• an attachment that provided the public hearing date and panel
that will consider the application; the January 31st deadline to
submit additional evidence for staff to factor into their analysis;
and the February 9th deadline to submit additional evidence to
be incorporated into the Board’s docket materials;
• the criteria/standard that the board will use in their decision to
approve or deny the request; and
• the Board of Adjustment Working Rules of Procedure pertaining
to documentary evidence.

February 6, 2018:

The applicant submitted additional documentation on this appeal to
the Board Administrator beyond what was submitted with the
original application (see Attachment A).

BDA 178-021
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February 6, 2018:

The Board of Adjustment staff review team meeting was held
regarding this request and the others scheduled for the February
hearings. Review team members in attendance included: the
Assistant Director of Sustainable Development and Construction,
the Assistant Building Official, the Board of Adjustment Chief
Planner/Board Administrator, the Sustainable Development and
Construction Development Code Amendment Chief Planner, the
Sustainable Development and Construction Department Senior
Planners,
the
Building
Inspection
Senior
Plans
Examiner/Development
Code
Specialist,
the
Sustainable
Development and Construction Project Engineer, the City of Dallas
Chief Arborist, and the Assistant City Attorney to the Board.
No review comment sheets were submitted in conjunction with this
application.
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01/10/2018

Notification List of Property Owners
BDA178-021
10 Property Owners Notified

Label # Address

Owner

1

9823

PRESTON RD

WATT JAMES A & VIRGINIA M

2

9900

PRESTON RD

WEISBROD LES

3

6007

ABERDEEN AVE

DUKE ELIZABETH B

4

9912

JOURDAN WAY

BYRD D HAROLD JR

5

9909

PRESTON RD

DORFMAN LOUIS

6

5959

COLHURST ST

EDD FAMILY INC

7

5945

COLHURST ST

VICHYASTIT KITTICHAI &

8

5935

COLHURST ST

WAGNER SHERWOOD N

9

5925

COLHURST ST

MOORE SEAN &

10

9800

PRESTON RD

PRESTON HOLLOW

BDA 178-021
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BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
CITY OF DALLAS, TEXAS
FILE NUMBER:

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 2018

BDA178-024(SL)

BUILDING OFFICIAL’S REPORT: Application of Jackson Walker L.L.P/Jonathan G.
Vinson for a variance to the height regulations at 1801 Lone Star Drive. This property is
more fully described as Tract 2, Block 6158, and is zoned IM, which limits the maximum
building height to 110 feet. The applicant proposes to construct and maintain a structure
with a building height of 170 feet, which will require a 60 foot variance to the height
regulations.
LOCATION:

1801 Lone Star Drive

APPLICANT:

Jackson Walker L.L.P/Jonathan G. Vinson

REQUEST:
A request for a variance to the height regulations of 60’ is made to construct and
maintain structures that, according to the application, total 170’ in height “in certain
specific locations” (or exceed the 110’ maximum structure height) on a site that is
developed with an “industrial (outside) not potentially incompatible” use (Buzzi Unicem
USA).
STANDARD FOR A VARIANCE:
Section 51(A)-3.102(d)(10) of the Dallas Development Code specifies that the board
has the power to grant variances from the front yard, side yard, rear yard, lot width, lot
depth, lot coverage, floor area for structures accessory to single family uses, height,
minimum sidewalks, off-street parking or off-street loading, or landscape regulations
provided that the variance is:
(A) not contrary to the public interest when, owing to special conditions, a literal
enforcement of this chapter would result in unnecessary hardship, and so that the
spirit of the ordinance will be observed and substantial justice done;
(B) necessary to permit development of a specific parcel of land that differs from other
parcels of land by being of such a restrictive area, shape, or slope, that it cannot be
developed in a manner commensurate with the development upon other parcels of
land with the same zoning; and
(C) not granted to relieve a self-created or personal hardship, nor for financial reasons
only, nor to permit any person a privilege in developing a parcel of land not permitted
by this chapter to other parcels of land with the same zoning.

BDA 178-024
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Denial
Rationale:
• While staff recognized that the 12.5 acre subject site was irregular in shape, and
with a city drainage easement on the west side of the site that is described by the
applicant has “almost one acre in size and is up to 60 to 70 feet wide in places”, staff
concluded based on what had been submitted at the time of the February 6th staff
review team meeting that the applicant had not substantiated how these or any other
feature of the site precludes him from developing it in a manner commensurate with
the development upon other parcels of land with the same IM zoning - the site is
currently developed with an “industrial (outside) not potentially incompatible” use that
complies with all aspects of the Dallas Development Code.
• While the applicant has stated that the purpose of the proposed project (i.e.
structures requiring height variance) is to provide a more efficient cement distribution
system (whereby the added silo would provide a more continuous cement supply to
its customers), staff concluded based on what had been submitted at the time of the
February 6th staff review team meeting that the applicant had not substantiated how
if the Board were to grant this request for height variance it would not be to relieve a
self-created or personal hardship, nor for financial reasons only.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Zoning:
Site:
North:
South:
East:
West:

IM (Industrial/manufacturing)
IR (Industrial/research)
IR (Industrial/research)
IM (Industrial/manufacturing)
IR (Industrial/research)

Land Use:
The subject site is developed an “industrial (outside) not potentially incompatible” use
(Buzzi Unicem USA). The areas to the north, south, east, and west are developed with
industrial/warehouse uses.
Zoning/BDA History:
There has not been any recent related board or zoning cases recorded either on or in
the immediate vicinity of the subject site.

BDA 178-024
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GENERAL FACTS/STAFF ANALYSIS:
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

The request for a variance to the maximum structure height of 60’ focuses on what is
described in a letter submitted by the applicant, two improvements to the existing
facility - an “industrial (outside) not potentially incompatible” use (Buzzi Unicem
USA): “a higher capacity storage tank approximately 135’ in height, and a more
efficient and improved bucket elevator structure approximately 152’ in height. The
structures supporting this equipment may be higher, but would be within the 60’ in
additional height being requested”. The application, however, states that a variance
of 60’ is made, “in certain specific locations (total of 170 feet), to the otherwise
allowable 110 feet under IM zoning, subject to a site plan”.
The site is zoned IM (Industrial/manufacturing).
The maximum structure height on properties zoned IM (Industrial/manufacturing) is
110’ unless further restricted by the residential proximity slope which this site is not.
Section 51A-2.102(47) of the Dallas Development Code provides the following
definition for “height”: “Height means the vertical distance measured from grade to:
(A) for a structure with a gable, hip, or gambrel rood, the midpoint of the vertical
dimension between the lowest eaves and the highest ridge of the structure; (B) for a
structure with a dome, the midpoint of the vertical dimension of the dome; and (C)
for any other structure, the highest point of the structure”.
Section 51A-2.102(45) of the Dallas Development Code provides the following
definition for “grade”: “Grade means the average of the finished ground surface
elevations measured at the highest and lowest exterior corners of a structure. For
purposes of this definition, finished ground surface elevation means the ground
surface elevation of a building site before any construction or ground surface
elevation as altered in accordance with grading plans approved by the building
official. Finished ground surface elevation does not include: (A) fill material not
necessary to make the site developable; (B) berms; or (C) landscape features”.
Section 51A-2.102(135) of the Dallas Development Code provides the following
definition for “structure”: “Structure means that which is built or constructed, an
edifice or building of any kind, or any piece of work artificially built up or composed of
parts joined together in some definite manner”.
On February 5, 2018, the applicant emailed the following response to Board
Administrator’s request as to whether a site plan and elevation/section had been
submitted that represents the structures that are requiring variance to height
regulations:

BDA 178-024
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•

•
•
•

•

− “Please see pages 23, 25, and 27 of the attached “Attach A” pdf. Oversized,
dimensioned copies of these three items (without the annotations in red on pp.
23, 25, and 27, or the green highlighting on p. 23, of the “Attach A” pdf) were
submitted with our application, see pp. 5,6, and 7 of the “Application Materials”
pdf. These are the exact same drawings. I have explained to the Applicant that
by submitting the site plan and elevations attached as pp. 5, 6, and 7 of the
“Application Materials” pdf the Board will likely elect to condition us to those
drawings in the event that the request is approved”. (Note that one of the
elevations noted represents an approximately 152’ high structure; the other
elevation notes a 135’ high structure”.
According to DCAD records, the “improvements” at 1801 Lone Star Drive are: a
5,896 square foot “storage warehouse” built in 1908; a 9,576 square foot “storage
warehouse” built in 1947; a 1,260 square foot “storage warehouse” built in 1995; and
a 1,680 square foot “office building” built in 1995.
The subject site is flat, irregular in shape, and according to the submitted application
is 12.59 acres in area. The site is zoned IM (Industrial/manufacturing).
The applicant has submitted a document that notes, among other things, a city
drainage easement on the west side of the site that is described by the applicant has
“almost one acre in size and is up to 60 to 70 feet wide in places”.
The applicant has the burden of proof in establishing the following:
− That granting the variance to the height regulations will not be contrary to the
public interest when, owing to special conditions, a literal enforcement of this
chapter would result in unnecessary hardship, and so that the spirit of the
ordinance will be observed and substantial justice done.
− The variance is necessary to permit development of the subject site that differs
from other parcels of land by being of such a restrictive area, shape, or slope,
that the subject site cannot be developed in a manner commensurate with the
development upon other parcels of land in districts with the same IM
(Industrial/manufacturing) zoning classification.
− The variance would not be granted to relieve a self-created or personal hardship,
nor for financial reasons only, nor to permit any person a privilege in developing
this parcel of land (the subject site) not permitted by this chapter to other parcels
of land in districts with the same (Industrial/manufacturing) zoning classification.
If the Board were to grant the height variance request of 60’, and impose the
submitted site plan and elevations identified by the applicant as a condition, the
building footprint and height of the structure on the site would be limited to what is
shown on these documents.

Timeline:
December 14, 2017: The applicant submitted an “Application/Appeal to the Board of

Adjustment” and related documents which have been included as
part of this case report.
January 5, 2018:

BDA 178-024

The Board of Adjustment Secretary randomly assigned this case to
Board of Adjustment Panel C.
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January 5, 2018:

The Board Administrator emailed the applicant the following
information:
• a copy of the application materials including the Building
Official’s report on the application;
• an attachment that provided the public hearing date and panel
that will consider the application; the January 31st deadline to
submit additional evidence for staff to factor into their analysis;
and the February 9th deadline to submit additional evidence to
be incorporated into the Board’s docket materials;
• the criteria/standard that the board will use in their decision to
approve or deny the request; and
• the Board of Adjustment Working Rules of Procedure pertaining
to “documentary evidence.”

January 31, 2018

The applicant submitted additional information to staff beyond what
was submitted with the original application (see Attachment A).

February 6, 2018:

The Board of Adjustment staff review team meeting was held
regarding this request and the others scheduled for the February
hearings. Review team members in attendance included: the
Assistant Director of Sustainable Development and Construction,
the Assistant Building Official, the Board of Adjustment Chief
Planner/Board Administrator, the Sustainable Development and
Construction Development Code Amendment Chief Planner, the
Sustainable Development and Construction Department Senior
Planners,
the
Building
Inspection
Senior
Plans
Examiner/Development
Code
Specialist,
the
Sustainable
Development and Construction Project Engineer, the City of Dallas
Chief Arborist, and the Assistant City Attorney to the Board.
No review comment sheets were submitted in conjunction with this
application.

February 9, 2018:

BDA 178-024

The applicant submitted additional information to staff beyond what
was submitted with the original application (see Attachment B).
(Note that this information was not factored into the staff
recommendation since it was submitted after the February 6th staff
review team meeting).
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Notification List of Property Owners
BDA178-024
11 Property Owners Notified

Label # Address

Owner

1

1801

LONE STAR DR

LONE STAR IND INC

2

4401

LINFIELD RD

ST LOUIS S W RAILWAY CO

3

9999

NO NAME ST

UNION PACIFIC RR CO

4

1900

LONE STAR DR

LONE STAR PPTIES INC

5

1900

LONE STAR DR

LSP REALTY DEV CO

6

2565

W COMMERCE ST

SSB LAND COMPANY LLC

7

2525

W COMMERCE ST

AMIGOS REAL PROPERTY INVESTMENTS I LP

8

2301

W COMMERCE ST

ICON OWNER POOL 6 EL PASO LLC

9

2401

W COMMERCE ST

2401 COMMERCIAL BUILDING LLC

10

1880

LONE STAR DR

1880 LONESTAR LTD

11

2300

AL LIPSCOMB WAY

BNSF RAILWAY
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